The concept of program families is a generalisation of the conventional stepwise refinement paradigm.
i.e. program families are not context dependent and they apply just as well to top-down decomposition as to the bottom-up or middle-out approach.
It turns out that the meaning of a pseudostatement in the context of program families is quite different from its meaning in the conventional refinement process.
A couple of examples illustrate the tcchniquc: the 1000 primes problem, a palindrome filter and a sorting routine.
The discussion relates program families to Morgan's refinement calculus,
Introduction
In one of the oldest and best-known explications of structured programming, Dijkstra addresses several principles he considers essential to the construction of quality programs [S] . In this paper we will engage ourselves with two of those, that is the ously by discrete steps. Originally, the technique is intuitive and not rooted in a formal model. Consequently, no hard rules exist to check, for instance, whether a certain refinement is "valid" in the sense that it does not destructively interfere with previously implemented decomposition steps. More recently, efforts have been made to describe stepwise refinement by means of a theory [S, 15, 161 .
The principle of program families proclaims that we should not see a program as an isolated object, but rather as member of a family of programs that are related in certain way. To grasp the idea consider the following trivial example. Given an integer array a[1 : N], determine if at least one of the elements of a is even. The following program does the job: declare k, 1 integer; ktl; l+N+i; while (kfl) do if (a. k mod21 =0 then I+k else k+-k+i fi od (1.1) Afterwards k reflects the position of the first even element encountered and k = N+l means that no element has been found. A formal proof of this program is not too difficult [ 131. From a program family point of view we would derive program ( 1.1) as a particular instantiation of a more general iteration scheme declare k, 1 integer; ktl;l+N+i; while (k#l) do if property (a.k) then l+k else kc k+i fi do
(1.2)
This scheme defines a family of programs with the characteristic that afterwards k specifies the position of the first element of a[1 : N1 which obeys a certain unknown property. Since this family characteristic of (1.2) is inherited by any off-spring, the (2) that the two versions share (mechanically) as far as possible the common (or "equal") coding; (3) that the two regions affected by the modification are already well-isolated, a condition which is not met when the transition requires "brain-made" modifications scattered all over the text.
Although the principle of program families is believed to be applied (at least unconsciously)
by any competent programmer, it is hardly dealt with by the literature on structured programming.
Wirth mentions the idea in one of his earlier papers, but does not work it out in concrete details [19] . Neither Dijkstra nor Wirth returns to the subject in later work [9%1 1, 20, 21] . Other authors seem to ignore the idea altogether (e.g. [l, 61) .
In this paper we formalise the concept of program families into a simple theory which we apply to the (de)composition of programs. The approach deals with some important problems of conventional stepwise refinement, that is program family refinements arc context independent and not restricted to a top-down ordering. It induces a programming technique that is easily adopted in a practical programming environment. Moreover. the author believes that the theory describes the mental steps of an expert programmer more aptly than existing models of stepwise refinement do.
To avoid notational confusion we start with some basic terminology and use this to describe conventional stepwise refinement in terms of Hoare-triplets. By a suitable "parameterization" of the conventional Hoare-triplets we formalise the concept of program families and explain its basic properties. We illustrate the applicability of the theory by Dijkstra 
Terminology and notations
We will write upper case italics to denote sets (domains), for example X, Y,. The corresponding lower case italics like X, y, . . . represent an element of the corresponding set. Constants are symbolised by short strings in the same font as the running text.
As an exception we write the Boolean domain as Bool. Unfortunately, we are seldom able to find the desired s at once. The gap between p and q is simply too wide to bridge in one mental leap. Therefore, we conceive the problem as a set of smaller subproblems si, "glued" together by a program scheme ps and we then try to solve the subproblems independently.
The specification of each of the subproblems si, ~2,. , s&r can be represented by a Hoare-triplet Let us take again formula (2.9) to represent the glue ps(t1,.
, t,v) (3. 3)
The refinement is correct if and only if the Hoare-triplet (3.4) holds and this has to be proven explicitly. However, with stepwise refinement it is a good strategy to choose "small" refinement steps which tend to have very simple proofs. Of course, a subproblem {pl}s,{qj} can still be too large to be handled in one step, in which case the decomposition process is repeated recursively.
Note that the refinements s; are context-dependent; the p; and ql corresponding to s; will in general reflect properties that are specific to the original p and q.
of Computer Programming 30 (1998) Observe that the predicates are not parameterized in ti while program scheme is not parameterized in ui and u,. In this way the relation between scheme and components is defined in terms of predicates only. The internal structure of the component, ti, is completely eliminated from our correctness concerns. This is a prerequisite for a proper modularization.
For the purpose of program families we consider (4.2) as a scheme of N composite parameters hi,. . , hN. Each parameter hi has three components u;, t, and Vi mutually related by a Hoare-triplet {ul}t,{vi}.
In 
Composition theorem. Let {u} t {u} and {u'} t' {v'} be program families and assume that t' quali$es as an instantiation of the ith H-parameter oft. The actual substitution of t' brings jbrth a new scheme {u"} t" {v"} w zc a ain is a program family. In h ' h g addition, the precondition and postcondition schemes of t" are subsets with respect to those of t, that is
Definition. Referring to the notation above we call the family t" a descendant of t. Conversely, we say that t is the ancestor of t".
The composition theorem states that program families are closed under composition. In addition, it shows that the pre-and postcondition schemes of the successive families are monotonically decreasing sets of predicates. In other words, every instantiation step tailors the family more accurately to a specific task.
Definition. Let u and v be predicate schemes. We say that u is stronger than z' (or equivalently that v is weaker than U) if every predicate in u is stronger than every predicate in v, i.e.
Observe that the relation "stronger" as defined for predicates by (2.3) is simply a special case of (4.9). This justifies the symbol "+" to denote the stronger relation for predicate schemes as well.
Instantiation of a predicate means selection from a set of alternatives. This is not to be contused with strengthening. Thus, we have the following lemma to relate program families to program specifications.
Lemma. Assume we are looking for a program s spec$ed by {p} s {q}. If we can identzfy a program family {u} t {v} such that p + u and v =+ q then we know a priori that every instantiation of this family corresponds to a correct program.
Proof. Let {u'} t' {L"} b e an instantiation of {u} t {r}. Then surely {u'}t'{dJ is a valid Hoare-triplet. Since U' E u and p + u it follows that p =+ II'. Likewise we have c' + q. Therefore, is again a valid Hoare-triplet, which completes the proof. C
Funnily &composition
The relevance of program families is in the properties they establish a priori for every descendant. Whatever choice is going to be made for a H-parameter of t, the off-spring necessarily inherits the semantics already established by the pre-and postcondition schemes II and 1' of the parent. This phenomenon can be exploited for decomposition purposes in which case we have fumilJ9 decomposition.
With family decomposition we approximate the desired program in steps through a series of program families in ancestor-descendant relationship. Every descendant is obtained by the substitution of a suitable family into a H-parameter of the already existing family. The composition theorem states that precondition scheme as well as postcondition scheme become successively "smaller" by instantiation, which justifies to write such a sequence of families as
The problem we face is to direct the selection (instantiation) process in such a way that after a certain number of steps, say N, we have a program family which matches the desired specification. In other words the precondition scheme ~(4. should be at most as strong as the precondition p of the desired program while at the same time the postcondition scheme c,y should be at least as strong as the desired postcondition I! ( The newly constructed precondition scheme u' contains at least one predicate p' that is weaker than the precondition p of the desired program.
l The newly constructed postcondition scheme c' contains at least one predicate y' that is stronger than the postcondition q of the desired program.
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Fig. 1. Decomposition by program families
The proof that the above conditions are actually met is referred to as the justification of the refinement step in question. Justification is a necessary condition to have monotonic convergence of the refinement process towards the desired goal.
Remark that in the realm of family decomposition, the meaning of a pseudostatement is quite different from its meaning in conventional stepwise refinement. With stepwise refinement a pseudostatement represents a specijic well-de3ned action which could be specified by a conventional Hoare-triplet. But because the formulation of an explicit pre-and postcondition for this action is considered too cumbersome, we write the conditions sloppy and implicit through a natural language narrative. On the other hand, a pseudostatement of a program family represents every possible mapping that can be chosen for that particular slot without violating the family semantics.
Examples
The examples below are exclusively meant to illustrate the technique. Virtually, no arguments will be given with respect to the design steps we take successively. But before we can proceed, we need to agree on some additional notation.
In the process of decomposition it is often convenient to denote certain well-defined items by mnemonic identifiers (or sentences) rather than by a formal expression. At the same time we may want to use mnemonic strings to indicate parameters, pseudostatements and the like. Since this may raise ambiguities we use the following convention: "itulics" will be used whenever a particular item is open for interpretation and "normal" (roman) font denotes an item whose interpretation is considered completely fixed. In addition, we identify actual code by the font "courier". 
I. Th jirst thousund primes
As a first example we will derive Dijkstra's famous program to print the first thousand prime numbers [8] . Our aim is to design a program that with precondition true (5.lP) satisfies postcondition
The first thousand primes have been printed (5.lq)
We will treat this example in extensive detail and show the entire program after almost every refinement step.
(a) The most general program
From the root property we have the family
(1:) which is a better approximation of the desired program. In order to justify the refinement we must prove that l (5.1.2a) actually constitutes a program family under the assumption (5.1.2utv). The proof of this claim is trivial. The interpreted precondition (5.1.2~) is not stronger than the desired precondition (5~). Since both are identical this condition is certainly met.
l The postcondition (5.1.2q) is a generalisation of (5.lq). There can hardly be a discussion on this point either.
Remark. Hoare-triplet (5. Although a bit tedious, it is not really difficult to prove the validity of (5. I .7a) from the assumption (5.1.7utv). Since (5.1.7a) is a conventional refinement of (5. I .6utv), this interpretation does change neither the precondition (5.1.6~) nor the postcondition (5.1.6q) of the program we have developed. Therefore we do not bother to spell out the result of this interpretation right now.
(h) Divisibility
The final step to complete the program is to implement the test for divisibility as specified by (5.1.7utv). This is again a simple conventional refinement. For 
(i) The completed program
By a straight forward substitution of the last two refinement steps in family (5. A palindrome is a sentence with the property that reading the letters from left to right, gives the same result as reading them from right to left. In the comparison uppercase and lowercase letters are considered to be equivalent and all other characters are simply ignored. Hence an empty sentence is a palindrome. Other examples are: Ada 1234567 Able was 1, ere I saw Elba. A man, a plan, a canal, Panama. Norma is as selfless as I Am, Ron.
The program we are going for reads a given file named "input-txt" and writes the palindromic lines it encounters to a file named "output-txt".
A In the second example we will use a slightly different way to document refinement steps. The notation is more efficient, but less explicit. It is copied from Morgan with a minor modification [15] . The conventions are: -Complete H-parameter descriptions are treated as code segments and placed at their appropriate position. We prefix a sequence number for easy reference. -Parameter triplets are written in pre-order: body, precondition, postcondition.
-We will discuss the successive refinements without showing the intermediate programs every time. However, the evolution of precondition and postcondition of the over-all program will be shown after every refinement.
(a) Starting from the root
Since the root is a single H-parameter by itself we write it in the new convention as
t{u>(tl} (5.2.1) (h) Reading input-txt and writing output-txt
The following program family is an adequate starting point for all programs that read a file "input-txt" and write a file "output-txt". The predicate "read-enabled" signifies that a file is readable and that its file pointer is right at the beginning. Likewise "write-enabled" means that an empty file is ready to be written. The remaining H-parameters 3 and 6 represent conventional Hoare-triplets which can be elaborated in the conventional way. We will not bother about it this time.
Note that we have labelled begin-end pairs with the number of the parameter from which these code segments originated.
The justification of this refinement is as trivia1 as that of step (f).
Sorting
The concept of program families relates also to parameterization in terms of data Note that all code depending on the structure of the bag, t~pr, is localised in the two parameters. The family can be interpreted towards a file of random access records as well as towards an array of integers. 111 fact the family property does not even presuppose that the elements of a can be randomly accessed. But obviously this is highly desirable if we are to implement the operations Contpur~~ and SHW/I efficiently.
Discussion
A program family isolates one single design decision from the program under construction and is parameterized with respect to all other aspects of the problem to be solved. We compare this approach to various existing programming techniques and we discuss some potential applications.
Several drawbacks have been observed with respect to the conventional technique of stepwise refinement.
It is context sensitive, i.e. precondition and postcondition of the parent problem propagate into the specifications of the ofFsprings. In other words, the specifications of the components is strongly coupled to the over-all specification of the program in question. Consequently conventional stepwise refinement implies top-down decomposition. Since programming virtually never is an exclusively top-down matter, it is unlikely that the conventional approach faithfully reflects the mental steps of a programmer.
With conventional stepwise refinement the specifications of the subsystems are obtained as a result of the refinement and therefore the process is strictly top-down. But families are simply composed in order to derive new ones with more specific properties. This process is essentially symmetric and it can be applied just as well to top-down or bottom-up as middle-out decomposition. Program families and conventional refinement steps compare to one another a bit like open and closed subroutines. The latter are context dependent while the former can be practised in various environments.
However, the concept of a family is less restricted by syntactical requirements. Thus, the family of Section 5.3 represents a generic sorting routine. It is applicable to many different argument types and would sort an array of characters just as well as the rows of a table.
Comparison to refinement calculus
In earlier work the conventional technique of stepwise refinement has been formalised into a refinement calculus [5, 15, 161 . Within this formalism a program consists of abstract as well as executable constructs. The goal of the refinement process is to gradually replace abstract constructs (specifications) by executable constructs (actual code) until only executable code is left. A valid refinement step may strengthen the postcondition of the over-all program or weaken its precondition. With program families the situation is quite different. Here a refinement step limits the range of H-parameters which may induce a stronger postcondition as well as a stronger precondition. But the precondition is certainly never weakened during the refinement process. Thus, we start with a sufficiently general program family that does not meet the required specification and squeeze it stepwise into one that does.
After a certain number of steps it may happen that the over-all pre-and postcondition of a family have no parameters left. All remaining parameters are local to the program family (schemes (5.1.6psq) and (5.2.7) are examples). With refinement calculus it can happen likewise that pre-and postcondition of the overall program are established and only local specifications remain to be transformed into executable code. In a situation like this both techniques are equivalent. The correspondence becomes even more evident with the notation we have employed for the last two examples.
Software engineeriny and softwwe reuse
The program family model provides a clean formalism for the composition of programs from a store of components. Imagine a collection of individual families, each representing a cer$tircl solution to some partial problem. Since the families are context independent, they are applicable to many different situations. The programmer selects the right components and locks them together. The resulting program is a solution to a composite problem with a specification that is automatically derived from the individual family specifications. To actually establish the program as a solution to the problem at hand, only requires culidution of the specification.
Program families establish a 'blood relation' between programs assuming they arc developed from the same store of components. Every program is derived by a sequence of parameter substitutions.
This sequence can be recorded as a substitution tree. The more akin trees of different programs are, the closer the programs are related. Closely related programs are relatively easy to transform into one another; an important consideration when a program has to be modified.
Formtrlit!* mnd injformulit?~
Due to the context independence of program families, it is no problem to mix formally specified families with families that are specified in some informal way. Every family implements one isolated property that can be specified and verified in a way that best suits the purpose. Consider the example given in Section 5.1. To describe the parameters Fill-tuhlc~-,~.ith-1000-pLIrti~ulur-calLles and Is-dirisihlc-b!? we have used formal specifications. In contrast the specification of Prinf-lOOO-zlaIue.s-c~f~tLlhl~ is very informal. But the concepts are treated entirely disjunct and the formality of the first two is in no way corrupted by the informality of the third parameter.
Formal specifications are often extremely inadequate to describe non-mathematical properties. Therefore the liberty to mix formal and informal descriptions without mutual interference comes as a big advantage. It allows the integration of "hard" and "soft" specifications in one formalism. Printing the table in Section 5.1 is an example. Assume we want a "nice" lay-out of the table. This would be hard to specify formally. But the informal specification of parameter (5.1.3utv2) makes it possible to develop the rest ot the program independently of this problem.
It is sometimes argued that a pseudostatement --as resulting from a refinement process -is but a clumsy way to write a subprogram invocation. From this point of view stepwise refinement is equivalent to writing a program in terms of a collection of sufficiently small subprograms.
However there is a controversy. Devoted stepwise retiners feel that their technique adds something to the comprehensibility of a program that a collection of subprograms lacks. But they have problems to refute the subprogram-rather-than-pseudostatement argument. Most often their objection will be that the syntactical overhead associated with definition and invocation of a subprogram is significant (e.g. all the interface variables have to be represented as parameters where the second argument itself represents a subprogram. Technically this means that the programming language must support subprograms as parameters. But more important, the programmer must clearly separate the part of the transformation that is effected by the refinement (f illtablewithlOOOparticularvalues) from the part that is left invariant (property).
Exactly this aspect is completely ignored by the conventional refinement approach. If our claim is true that expert programmers (unconsciously) use families rather than conventional refinements, then the above controversy is conveniently explained. 
Supporting tools
Progranlrning plans
There is accumulating psychological evidence that expert programmers compose their programs from a large set of "generic" solutions which they adapt to the particular problem statement at hand [17, Again strip-hectd is subjected to (6.lutv). But in addition we have a parameterized O~W which can be freely interpreted but for the restriction 
Appendix A. Proof of the Composition theorem
Let {u'} t' {u'} b e used as a component of {u} t {u} producing (~2') t" {u"}. We have to show that {u"} t" {u"} again is a program family. In addition we must prove the formula U" c U and t." C 2;
Proof. To keep the notation simple, we will prove the property for a program family {u} t { ZI} with two H-parameters and a program family {u'} t' {u'} with only one parameter. With the usual definition of H-parameters we have that and the same instantiation derives 1." from I'. 0
